
Climbing the virtual training mountain
Why this session? 
The training must go on! All of us in the learning space are in a world right now where we’re 
trying to adapt our training to a virtual format. What does this mean – both from a mindset 
and skills perspective for us as learning professionals?

The good news is the technology has caught up and there are a whole host of options available 
now to host virtual training programs. Specifically, we can deliver activities-based training for 
a myriad of topics using different learning tools. 

We, at The Learning Gym, have translated many of our programs and activities to the Virtual 
Instructor Led Training (VILT) setting. And this session brings all those elements and ideas to 
you. 

What’s this session about? 
We focus our session on 4 areas which we then relate to virtual training – 

1. A clear route to the summit 

2. The right climbing gear and tools 

3. Fitness, agility and state of mind 

4. Other climbers

What’s out there in plenty is resources on how to facilitate a virtual sessions and tips on 
specific online platforms. What we’re focusing on, in this session, is to give you a holistic 
picture of what it takes to climb the mountain that is virtual training. Irrespective of which 
platform you use, your takeaways from this session will help you further develop your mindset 
and skills to facilitate engaging and impactful virtual trainings.

Join us for an interactive 2.5 hour workout to: 
 1. Discover a few simple tips to get you started in the world of VILT

 2. Understand what it takes to convert your F2F sessions into a suitable    
                 virtual format

 3. Experience a few fun and powerful activities to create learner engagement   
                that go beyond the typical virtual classroom features of polls, chats and                          
                breakout rooms 
 4. Get into the right mindset to support yourself and your participants

Who should attend? 
Anyone who's just begun/is beginning their journey to design and deliver training programs.

Special call out: those looking for best practices to – 
 • migrate your F2F workshops to a virtual format
 • avoid common mistakes in designing/delivering virtual sessions
 • boost your confidence that virtual training does work and can be fun    
               and powerful

Session formats: 
We run public/open sessions every month and in-house sessions. Reach out for more details. 

 


